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INTRODUCTION
In the field of low-energy nuclear physics , the low-lying excited level structure of nuclei is of primary interest and it is the business of nuclear spectroscopy to obtain detailed information on this level structure through the investigation of nuclear properties.
Among these properties are the spin angular momenta of excited states and the multipole orders and relative multipole composition of radiative transitions between these states. A powerful experimentalmethod often used to evaluate these nuclear properties is the directional correlation measurement where , for a nucleus decaying by the emission of two particles or radiations in cascade (i. e. in rapid succession ), the directional distribution in space of the second particle or radiation relative to the first is obtained. Despite practical limitations restricting its usefulness , the directional correlation technique has been instrumental as an aid in the establishment of consistent decay scheme s..for manynuclei (1) . Over the last decade the growth in sophistication of nuclear instrumentation has led to the application of this technique to increasingly difficult experimental problems , and to the refinement of measurements obtained in earlier work as welL This thesis affords an example z of the latter , where a re -determination of earlier measurements yielded significantly different results.
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A partial decay scheme (1 , p. 6-6-138) for the Ta-~-nucleus is shown in Figure 1 where the 346 Kev-136 Kev gamma-ray cascade , the subject of the current work, is emphasized. Although this cas .,. Kev cascade could overcome these experimental difficulties and resolve the discrepancy in the earlier wO.rk. The resolution of this discrepancy should then provide an additional verification of the established spin sequence 5/ 2(E2)9 / 2(Ml + E2)7 /2 characterizing the transitions and excited states emphasized in Figure 1 . In addition to this pos sibility, the performance of such a measurement was expected to provide an operational test of the apparatus and to develop procedures and techniques useful in future work. It was to attain these objectives that the experiment to be described in this thesis was undertaken. 
THEORY
The general theory of the directional correlation /is complete and is presented in detail in the literature (4, 5) . Only the results of the theory pertinent to the experiment will be presented, any more extensive treatment being beyond the scope of this thesis.
Nevertheless , a simple phenomonological discussion of the basic directional correlation process will serve to define terms, introduce the pertinent notation and provide some insight into the correlation mechanism.
In directional correlation work, a typical situation is shown in , Figure 2 . a , where a n u.cleus in an excited state a , decays to a 
Figur.e 2.a. The Cascade. A very sill1ple apparatus for measuring the directional correlation of the cascade is shown in Figure 2 . b. The detectors are sensitive to ganuna rays emitted by a source containing a large nUll1ber of nuclei that decay in the manner previously described.
The coincidence circuit allows only gamma-ray pairs emanating from the same nucleus to be counted bγ the scaler. A typical coincidence count rate thus obtained might appear as shown in Figure   2 ' c and is often found to be non-isotropic.
From the data in Figure 2 . c a directional correlation function w(e) can be obtained and this function is the relative probability that y 2 will be e ll1itted into the increment of solid angle dn at an angle e with respect to k 1 . The most common theoretical expression for the interpretation of experimental results is the series
where 0 ' k even :s; s m.alle st of the intege r s 2I L , 2L" 2L'").
The coefficients ALL are products of coefficients each of which kk depends only on the properties of a particular transition of·the cascade. That is ,
When two multipole components L andL' contribute to a single gamma ray, the radiation is said to be mixed. In this case , the (2) is given by the expres sion
with a similar expression for A~~/. The mixing ratio a is defined by
where Int (L ') and Int (L) are the total (i. The data acquisition program during the experiment consi sted of observations at angles e in 10 degree increments from 90 degrees There was yet another source of coincidence events to be con= Debrunner were calculated by the same method used in the current workand are included in Table 1 . As indicated in Figure 10，η In recapitulation, the results of this experiment are consistent with the spin assignments , multipole orders and mixing ratio of the 346-136 Kev cascade as established. In addition, the ambiguity in the mixing ratios from previous measurements has been resolved.
Finally, the successful performance of this experiment has provided a basis of 0perational technique and analytical procedure with which similar experiments can be confidently undertaken.
